
UTILIZATION REVIEW
Ensures surgical packs are clinically effective.
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Our clinical experts are hands-on professionals. We make sure surgical packs are 
clinically useful and user friendly. Your Medline Utilization Review will determine 
how often pack components are used; what components are missing; and what 
components should be replaced or eliminated. 

Every day, your O.R. is under pressure to increase 
efficiency and reduce waste. How do you solve these 
challenges and get back to focusing on your patients? 

A consultative pack review is a great place to start. A Medline Utilization  
Review is detailed, efficient and clinically effective. Our clinical experts will 
examine every surgical pack to ensure optimum utilization and performance. 

We make sure your surgical team has the right components for the right  
procedure in the right pack, reducing medical waste and saving product- 
dollars. The result? You can get back to what matters most: your patients.  
This is your O.R. more powerful.

GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR PACKS.

Review1
First, we take a detailed look  
at your current pack program.

Analyze Findings2
Next, we identify potential changes 
and review the financial impact.

Implementation and 
Pack Management 3

Finally, we help you implement 
changes seamlessly and continue  
to review your packs regularly.

EXISTING PACK CONVERSION CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

When custom packs are reviewed regularly

EFFICIENCY GOES UP  
AND COSTS GO DOWN.
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Medline Utilization Reviews  
can help you:

 » Improve efficiency. We identify unnecessary components  
and make sure you never waste your money or pack-space  
on them again. Right product, right place, right time.

 » Go green. We offer components made with materials 
intended to help generate less of an environmental impact.

 » Increase savings. In the ever changing healthcare 
environment, we can help you find alternative components  
that are both clinically effective and cost efficient.

 » Satisfy end users.  We can help you keep O.R. professionals  
in top form by including surgical components that satisfy  
their preferences and meet quality standards.

 » Achieve safety protocols. Protect your patients and staff  
with components customized to support hospital driven  
safety initiatives.

Implementation and 
Pack Management 



FAST 5:
ANSWERS TO YOUR QUESTIONS.

Ask your Medline Representative about a Utilization  
Review today or visit medline.com for more information.

1. 
Who will conduct my Utilization Review and what are their credentials?
You can be confident in the medical professionals conducting your pack 
reviews. Our clinical experts have an average of over 15 years of experience 
working with surgical packs.

2. 
Will I have to spend a lot of time facilitating the review process?
No, our clinical experts do the work for you. First, we review your current 
pack program on site, then analyze our findings and recommend changes.
Implementation is simple and seamless.  

3. 
How does a Utilization Review help support my safety initiatives?
When surgical packs are reviewed regularly, you can be sure the contents  
are customized to help improve sharps safety, lessen the risk of surgical 
mistakes and minimize medication error. 

4. 
Why do a Utilization Review when our surgical packs are already perfect?
Utilization of components can change over time. By reviewing your setup for 
cases together, we can make suggestions to help you lower your costs.

5. 
How will a Medline Utilization Review help me cut costs?
Your Medline team can help you identify several ways to reduce your cost and 
increase efficiencies. With the Medline Choice Program, we can recommend 
alternative components that are both cost efficient and clinically effective. 
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